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Market Outlook

We expect Japanese stocks to bottom out in March.

The Japanese government urged event organizers to cancel, postpone or scale back their
events and schools to close temporarily to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus. The
disease will inevitably harm the economy and corporate earnings, though it is still difficult to
determine the extent of the damage. A wide range of industries including railroad, hotel
operators and retailers will be hit as people are refraining from going out and an increasing
number of companies are banning domestic business trips. Machinery orders also appear
to be stagnant. Market jitters are likely to persist until the pace of infection peaks out and
the extent of damage on corporate earnings becomes clearer.

Fortunately, most of the Japanese companies close their yearly books on 31 March.
Therefore, there should be only a limited impact on earnings results for the FY2020 (April
2020- March 2021). Additionally, a decline in commodity prices including the crude oil price
should not only offset the flagging purchasing power in the wake of the consumption tax
hike but also prop up corporate earnings through the decrease in material costs. We hope
investors will soon begin to focus on earnings for FY2020 rather than those for the January-
March quarter.

With regard to the earnings results for the October-December quarter, they fell below the
consensus estimate by sell-side analysts as a consequence of the consumption tax hike
and typhoons. Operating profits and net profits across all industries decreased by -11% and
-12% respectively. The progression rate for three quarters (April –December) was below the
sell-side consensus but almost in line with listed companies’ own forecast of 74%. As for
the full year guidance, they expect a decline of -7% in operating profits and a decline of -8%
in net profits. Given that this guidance has not factored in the impact of the coronavirus,
they may not be able to achieve it. Sell-side analysts are likely to downgrade the guidance
for FY2019 as well, while mostly maintaining the one for the FY2020.
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Overweight sectors (Largest shown first): Underweight sectors (Largest first):

Information technology Industrials

Materials Consumer Discretionary

Financials Health Care

Defensive sectors such as railroads and foods have not become a safe haven for investors unlike before. Therefore, we will not
increase the weights of these sectors. We will reduce the weights of stocks with bigger active weights and strong returns while
increasing the weights of large-cap stocks that suffered a fall in stock prices down to benchmark level. We usually reduce the
weight of financials in the risk-off market, but we will maintain its weight this time as we can expect capital gains from the sector
with huge investments in US Treasury bonds. We will maintain overweight positions in electronic components/ semiconductor
manufacturing equipment (SME) makers that transport their products by air, as their shipments are likely to turn up quickly
when their client companies resume production as usual. We already bought transport stocks on the assumption that the air
transportation amount of parts and products will surge in the near future.

Investment Strategy

Sectors shown are TOPIX 17 industries
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